The winners are in! Check out the top three winners in four categories as 127 members of the HWL family were ‘living in the fish eye lens, caught in the camera eye.’

The winners of the HWL photography contest will not only be honoured in the pages of Sphere, but also through the publication of their work in a calendar printed and distributed to all contributors, winners and to the world online. 127 participants contributed over 200 photos from around the world. The four categories of photos were:

1) At Work
2) Camaraderie
3) Hobbies, Pastimes, Relaxation
4) My Country, My City

Underwater shots, out of place little people, spiritual skies and a cornucopia of visual treats await you on the HWL Employee Information Portal. Come see all submissions online and share them with your friends and family.

Explore the world of Hutchison through the people that drive HWL forward to serve each other and the world in 52 countries.

AT WORK
It is a gift to be able to see excitement, beauty and even have a little fun at work.

Prize winners took an HWL original, Dwaine Pipe, and matched it with the iconic Angel of the North. The Angel represents the coal miners of Tyne and Wear before the rise of the information age. Dwaine Pipe and the Angel claim the same symbolism. Northumbrian Water is now, for all its pipes and valves, a fantastically high-tech operation.

A Spring Sunset in Milan was an inspiration for Italian Marco Brivio who saw reflected beauty in the 3 Italy office. In Denmark, Thomas Olsen got surreal with this nighttime shot of OiSTER.

CAMARADERIE
If Europe took “At Work”, Asia owned “Camaraderie”. HWL’s terminal in Korea nailed it with teamwork, as did the Hutchison Whampoa Properties team in Qingdao. In Hong Kong, respect for the elderly reigned as their staff created an umbrella chain to protect visiting elders.

This kind of caring for colleagues and our broader community is a spirit that HWL strives for. A foundation of caring makes us more connected with our work, our community and ourselves.

HOBBIES, PASTIMES, RELAXATION
The winners in this category may have hobbies, not much relaxation!

The Italians create life and risk life for great shots! One future customer is in the ultimate safe place - in their mother’s womb. The other: a daredevil, soaring high above the Italian countryside with only 3 for courage!

The third winner is mixed: one young daredevil and one happy father. While we love work, we must always make time for our loved ones, big and small.

MY COUNTRY, MY CITY
Love of nation can be quiet and deep, like an undisturbed subterranean lake. It can be joyous and boisterous like a bubbly stream. Edward Fabian Lores Lopez brings us a whimsical scene of a local spot of pride – and then tells us of its dark past. Malta inspired our Barcelona port’s employee Marta Gomez Garcia to snap romantic Mgarr. Xinjiang provided the backdrop for this magnificent view of a river that made Chris Huang think of ‘fairyland’.

Left: The photo montage containing all entries.
A AT WORK

Love your Drain Mascot: Dwaine Pipe is a real Angel of the North, helping Northumbrian Water’s sewerage team to keep communities in North East England blockage-free.

Leanne Clough, Northumbrian Water, UK

B AT WORK

“Spring Sunset in Milan” H3G Milan Offices seen from a different perspective reflected in a street puddle.

Marco Brivio, 3 Italy, Italy

C CAMARADERIE

The Hutchison Whampoa Property Group Qingdao Volunteer Team in the centre garden of The Harbourfront in Qingdao.

Hutchison Whampoa Property Group – Qingdao Volunteer Team, China

D AT WORK

Our vigorous customer service has moved to the beach. The fairy tale universe of OiSTER unfolds.

Thomas Olsen, 3 Denmark – OiSTER, Denmark

E HOBBIES, PASTIMES, RELAXATION

Father and Son – Soar with your dreams

Tran Chien Thang, Vietnmobile, Vietnam

F CAMARADERIE

Every move I make relies on you.

D K Kim, Hutchison Korea Terminal, Korea

G HOBBIES, PASTIMES, RELAXATION

“Umbrella Channel” Volunteers create an umbrella channel to prevent the elderly from getting wet when entering the social work event venue.

Leung Man-hin, Hongkong International Terminals, Hong Kong
MY COUNTRY, MY CITY
This island is an icon in our city. The island is called Isla de Sacrificios (“Island of Sacrifices”) because our ancestors occupied this place as a religious centre. And here some people were sacrificed in honour of their gods.
Edward Fabián Lores Lópes, International de Contenedores Asociados de Veracruz, Mexico

HOBBIES, PASTIMES, RELAXATION
Con tre si vola !!!
(Flying with three!!!)
Colella Giorgio, 3 Italy, Italy

HOBBIES, PASTIMES, RELAXATION
Nicolò is the child of my colleague Claudia. The future is coming. A future of new people who will be using 3!
Barbara Meloni, 3 Italy, Italy

MY COUNTRY, MY CITY
Fairyland in Kanas, in Mongolian means “the beautiful and rich, the mysterious.”
Chris Huang, Hutchison Whampoa Property Group – Nanjing, China

MY COUNTRY, MY CITY
Mgarr, port of the island of Gozo, Malta. In the background: The Church of Our Lady of Lourdes. Of the three islands that make up Malta (Comino, Malta and Gozo), the Isle of Gozo is the best in terms of scenery, culture with a grand historical, mythological, story.
Marta Gómez García, Barcelona Europe South Terminal, Spain